Thirteen New Members Appointed to the Lawrence College Faculty by President Nelson N. Foss During the Summer, Three of Them in the Conservatory of Music.

Harlina A. Brown, who served as assistant in music at the University of Michigan, has been named librarian to fill the vacancy created by the resignation of Professor Arthur H. Weston.

Brown, who holds both arts and library degrees from the University of Michigan, was appointed with the paper industry before turning to the library profession. She served in the industry from 1945 to 1949 and has taught English at the University of Michigan.

John F. McAlmon, who has been named associate professor of German, is a graduate of Haverford college. He received his master's degree from the University of Pennsylvania and has done additional graduate work at the University of Minnesota, the University of Bonn, and Columbia university. He has held teaching positions in foreign languages at the Friends' Select school in Philadelphia, Columbia University extension school, Harvard university in the Graduate school, and at the University of Michigan.

Societies Replace Current Officers.

Dr. Vernon W. Rose is appointed associate professor of biology in place of Dr. A. Blake, who resigned this summer to become associate professor of medicine at Mills college. Dr. Rose is coming to Lawrence from a New York teachers college. He graduated from the University of Wisconsin and has done work at the University of Michigan, where he was assistant professor of biology from 1943 to 1945.

Dr. Paul L. Cundy will transfer from the faculty of the Institute of Paper Chemistry to the college, where he will be associate professor of chemistry. Dr. Cundy, a specialist in analytical chemistry, is a graduate of the University of Illinois, holding three degrees from that institution.

Work on Plans for Better Form of Student Government

Bel Canto Trio To Open Artist Series Oct. 22

Kopell, College Choir, Primrose and Touro Will Complete Year.

Prize winners of the annual Bel Canto Trio contest will appear in its series Oct. 22. The trio will perform duets and trios by a Concert menu.

The trio, who are nationally known musicians who have been arranged for the Lawrence college audience, are from the east coast of New York, New England, and the midwest.

Violin, F. Martin, Upper Darby, Pennsylvania, will be accompanied by Mr. F. Pott, who has been on the professional concert tour since 1911. Mr. Kopell will take the place of the Philadelphia organist, whose name was added to the Philadelphia orchestra, in a studio which studies at New York.

The Bel Canto Trio will appear next weekend, page 3.

A special committee of the Executive council, under chairman Howard Ellis, is working for more equitable distribution of students on the Executive committee.

Bill Burton, president of the student body, announced that the situation has been thoroughly studied and a better solution of the problem will be presented to the students for consideration.

The Executive committee's new student week has the spotlight for the past few days. The committee has tried to plan the week's events in a more attractive manner than has been customary previous years.

Bill Burton thanked the committee for the cooperation which helped in carrying out the program. "On behalf of the student government, we thank all students who helped in any way to make New Student week a success. Although the New Student week wasn't the best in the world, there is a more salutary notion that the police will take it more readily after the frosh have gotten through." "Lawrentian" Tryouts To Be Held Wednesday

New reports will be interviewed and signed up for the "Lawrentian" Tuesday night at 7 o'clock in room 11 of Main Hall. Editor-in-chief Maurice Brown announced that with as many as 850 students have been interviewed, they have been invited to attend the meeting

By-Laws

The By-Laws in the constitution at the Lawrence college student body were reviewed last year by the Rules Committee and the By-Laws Committee of the Executive Committee at their last meeting last spring as required.

These by-laws are printed in this issue of "Lawrentian" to acquaint the students with them.

Students have come to Lawrence to learn and if they have forgotten the rules, they can be held responsible to the rules. Rule 46, which states that the student shall comply with all regulations and laws established by the rules, has been added to the rules of the college for the past few years.

Dorothy Williams, Phonos, Arizona, has had 14 relatives and six generations present her at Lawrence. Her gross-grandfather, Joseph Williams, graduated from the University of Michigan in 1891, and her great-great-grandfather, Mr. W. H. Bowman, graduated in 1891. Mr. W. H. Bowman, graduated in 1891. Mr. W. H. Bowman, graduated in 1891. Mr. W. H. Bowman, graduated in 1891. Mr. W. H. Bowman, graduated in 1891.

The sale of the institution has been held in the name of the Lawrence college. The sale of the institution has been held in the name of the Lawrence college. The sale of the institution has been held in the name of the Lawrence college. The sale of the institution has been held in the name of the Lawrence college. The sale of the institution has been held in the name of the Lawrence college.
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J oined the Institute staff in 1944 and will continue in a part-time capacity there.

Army Specialist

Two new men have been appointed to the psychology departments. Dr. John Binkley, Jr., assistant professor of psychology, taught last year at Oberlin and holds his doctor's degree from the University of Indiana, where he taught before the war. He served as a specialist in army psychology, dealing in part with neuro-psychiatric casualties in North Africa and Italy from 1943 to 1945. His chief interest is in experimental psychology.

Robert F. Mason, also assistant professor in psychology, will have charge of the courses in education psychology. He attended the provincial Normal school of Regina, Saskatchewan, the University of Saskatchewan and London university.

Miss Magdelene Kohl has been appointed assistant professor of economics. After graduating from the University of Wisconsin in 1932 she taught in Madison high schools and later did graduate work in commerce and economics at Northwestern university. She held educational and business positions with the WAC between 1942 and 1946.

From Husband

A. Roy Eckhardt, newly-appointed assistant professor of religious training, is coming to Lawrence from the staff of Hamline university. He is a graduate of St. Paul seminary.

He is a graduate of the Brooklyn division of the College of Chicago and recently completed the graduate work in musicology. In 1942 and 1946.

Thirteen Added to Faculty

The Campus club has planned a dinner at the close of this week's Articla on Values. Dr. Spiegelberg has been a frequent contributor to scholarly publications in Europe.

Spiegelberg Writes on Values

Herbert R. Spiegelberg, assistant professor of philosophy at Lawrence, is the author of an article titled "What Makes Good Art?" An essay on the grounds of value, the work appears in the current issue of "Philosophy and Phenomenological Research."

Professor Spiegelberg has been a frequent contributor to scholarly publications in Europe. His work has been in modern languages, modern French art, the philosophy of language and culture and is a frequent contributor to scholarly publications in Europe.

Ralph Reynolds Givenkin

Willedl Rohb, formerly associated with the State Teachers college of Maryville, Mo., has been named assistant professor of public school music at the conservatory to replace Albert A. Glickman, who resigned. He holds his bachelor's and master's degrees from the University of Nebraska, and will be in charge of vocal work and give lectures in voice.

Paul C. Hollinger, who attended Baylor and did his graduate work at the Eastman School of Music in Rochester, N.Y., will fill the vacancy created by the resignation of William R. Ward, who has accepted a position in San Francisco. Hollinger served with the army from 1943 to 1946, part of that time as commanding officer of the Fifth AAF band. He taught recently at Peabody conservatory and will be assistant professor of theory here.

Instructor of Theory

Clyde Duncan, with two degrees from the American Conservatory in Chicago, will take over as new position of instructor in theory. He served in the army during the war and was broadcast one of his piano compositions over BBC from London. He has studied with Leopoldauer in this country and with Alex Browley in London.

Campus Club Plans Tea for Neophytes

The campus club has planned a banquet for new members on October the 4th. It will be held in the basement.
SCA Organizes Discussions

Program Includes
- Forums, Services
- Lawrense Men's Club
- Reorganized; Runs Ticket Sale

On Thursday evening, October 19, an open meeting is to be held in order to explain the functions of the newly formed Student Christian Association and to invite all interested Lawrentians to membership. The time and place for the meeting will be announced later.

B. C. A. is a fellowship of students for the purpose of stimulating thought about Christianity and its applications to daily life through worship, study, and action. New members are to be signed up during the next three weeks, which are headed by the cabinet members.

The first six are as follows:

1. Discussions, including a series on matters of vital concern, and will invite student participation. Forums, for which prominent outside speakers will be brought in as speakers, which involve conducting services in community churches and leading discussions in young people's groups, worship, sponsoring a semi-monthly Sunday afternoon worship service, and publicity. The organization is not limited to these since it is independent expansion along new trends.

The cabinet members, who recently outlined the year's program included: John Harris, Mary Prim, Viola Perrin, Robert Hurst, Betty Harris, Tottie Elsasser, Robert Morgan. Board members are: Caroline Carson, Carol Vivian and Janet Tiffany.

There has been no active religious group on the campus for several years, and the first step toward -

Lawrence Men's Club Reorganized; Runs Ticket Sale

The Lawrence Men's club, reorganized after several years of inactivity, undertook the sale of picture shows. The group met at the Riverview Country club to get things started and members of the Lawrence athletic staff and President Nathan M. C'Bell were present.

Bears' football painted a clearly picture of Lawrence prospects, but plans failed to convince the Big Ten in attendance that Lawrence did not have a first rate squad ready for the 1947 campaign.

Various committees to handle ticket sales, job finding and arrangements for future meetings were appointed.

The club will hold its next session in the last week of October in connection with the football activities. Beloit will be the home coming for this year as Nov. 1 reorganization was taken last spring.

When a group of students under the guidance of W. Burnet Easton, Jr., associate professor of religion, sponsored a faculty panel discussion on religion, which was attended by more than 86 students.

For this fall, the organization will sponsor an old time harvest barn dance.

PREPARE NOW FOR EXAMS

We have 'em... The essentials of your courses highlighted and packed into a nutshell, for quick thorough review!

Ask to see the famous COLLEGE OUTLINE SERIES

Distinguished by its beautiful, classic styling... every thoughtful detail kept serenely simple to give full play to the suave beauty of its supple fabric.

Generous body lines assure smart freedom and a smooth fit over everything. Club collar.


Heather-Natural and Heather-Blue.

Thoroughbred CLASSIC COATS

Stylish
To Go
Everywhere
With
Everything

$35

JUNIOR SIZES 7 - 15
MISSES' SIZES 8 - 18

Coats...
Second Floor

H.C. Prange Co.

See Our Window - E. College Avenue

Conkey's Book Store
1/2 Blocks From the Campus
**President's Reception**  
Dr. and Mrs. Nathan Pusey, entertained all new Lowellites last Saturday evening with a reception at their home. Shown around the table of refreshments at which Mrs. Frank Bennett, new Berkley housemother, is serving, are, left to right, Robert Fritz, Mary Hayward, Jane Jenkins and Wendell Johnson. (Post-Crescent Photo)

---

FARR'S MELODY SHOP  
224 E College Ave.  
Ph 419

---

**Lewis Can't Lay a Finger On Lawrence**  
John L. Lewis can wage his battles and refuse to sign communistic agreements all he likes, because Lawrencetown can still pursue their own plans, incorporate stable, stable lives without padding their seats with horse blankets and shoulder yokes and a blanket bedroll.

The latest manifestation from the front office announces the erection of a mammoth coal bunker which will hold about 2000 tons. On top of this service shops for the plant engineers, carpenters, electricians, painters and ground superintendent will be constructed. To put the money from the plant to Oscar and Bessie Johnson a new stream line was announced.  

---

**Rushing Parties Will End in Sunday Pledging**  
The flurry of rushing parties is almost over. Starting last Sunday the schedule of parties began which is designed to acquaint the rusher with five national fraternities and six sororities on campus.

Several of the fraternities will be represented in the first session of informal discussion groups. On Monday afternoon a series of groups will be conducted for eight out of the last ten years.

---

**Parents Meetings Will End in Sunday Pledging**

By DON JONES  
**100. Life with Father.** Filipin.  
"Life with Father" begins a two-week-long that at the Rialto theater. It is a play to run for ten years, so the well-aged, much-published comedy should easily last a season. According to Father's classic remarks, "You'll learn about life and the posters are annotated and painted," and the posters are as significant as the film. For instance, William Powell, Irene Dunne and Zasu Pitts mark the increasing cast of red heads. The movement that strive to keep life with Father" in the house.

---

**Pusey to Lead Phi Tau Confab**  
Dr. and Mrs. Pusey will be one of two members of the faculty invited with the Phi Kappa Tau fraternity to the Pusey Dinner. Dr. Pusey will address the student body on the first of a series of informal discussion groups.

This series is a continuation of a police begun last spring by the fraternity. All independent men are invited to attend the discussion.

---

**Welcome Students...**
 **POND'S HAVE YOUR SPORTS EQUIPMENT NEEDS**  
**MEN — BOYS**

**BASKETBALL SHOES**

High Shoe

199c

Oxford

$1.85

$2.75

BRUSHED COTTON SWEAT SOX

$1.95

$2.65

SWIM CAPS

89c

$1.25

NOSE CLIPS

75c

EAR PLUGS

50c

---

**Girls' All White Gym Shoes**

High Shoe

199c

Oxford

$2.65

$3.25

BRUSHED COTTON SWEAT SOX

$2.55

$3.35

---

**POND SPORT SHOP**

133 E. College Ave.

Phone 7800

---

**Brown's MELODY SHOP**

224 E. College Ave.  
Ph 419

---

---
VIKE ELEVEN MEETS DE PAUW TEAM

Lawrence Boasts Points to Second Win

Lawrence winds up pre-conference warm-up play tomorrow afternoon at Whiting Field, the Vikings are host to the DePauw Tigers. DePauw first met Lawrence in 1984 when the teams battled to a 19-19 tie. This year the Tigers have looked up to 19-19 tie, the open the Midwest conference at Whiting Field in the final pre-conference game. On the left above, coaches George Walter, Johnny Sines and Bernie Heselton take time off for a laugh and at the right, Don Baya, quarterback, goes into the air after a pass. Real Forbush is defending (Post-Crescent Photo)

The Lawrence football squad served notice on the other teams in the Midwest conference that it will be in strong fighting for the Midwest conference championship when the Vikings powered a good Carroll game, 19-0, even without the services of star back Carl Giordana.

When Giordana was injured, the Lawrence hopes for 1943 took a big nose dive but it didn't take Lawrence long to get this crew steered up into gear. It was the chance to prove that Lawrence had a team, and every man wearing the Blue and White uniform came through.

Actually, the game appeared closer on the field than it looked on paper. At Holke, Carroll's great back, it always a threat, and if he had been able to get away just once, it might have been a different story. As it was, Lawrence can't be happy. The 1943-12 schedule at Waukesha is averaged.

With all the traditional rivalry that a clash between Lawrence and Carroll arouses, one would expect some pretty tough stuff on the field of battle, but the game was remarkable thin. Neither team was penalized at all, and the only display of bad sportsmanship occurred when John Wagner, Carroll end, seized an opportunity to knock Holke down. Wagner was wrangled away.

On the other hand, at Carroll, Lawrence glossed up and got a few yards here and there in a few short gains. The chief of these passes and averaged more than 10 yards a gain were made by the reserve strength that Carroll possessed.

Carroll entered up four first down, in the initial quarter but the only yardage gained was 25 yards on the far end of the field, and after the first Lawrence touch, Carroll had gained but 15 yards to that point.

Carroll called signals and kept Vike defense throttled any and all business, and after the first Lawrence touch, Carroll had gained but 15 yards to that point.

Carroll lined up two first downs, in the initial quarter but the only yardage gained was 25 yards on the far end of the field, and during practice sessions and through last season after a 13-12 set-tie through the big holes opened by the Ties last fall is mighty thin through the big holes opened by the

Lawrence lost on the 40 schedule to a 19-19 tie. This year the Timers staged a football game, 19-0, in the season's football tryout opener at Whiting Field Saturday. The victory was an especially sweet one for Coach Horstelt in the opening match with DePauw this week so many of the Vikes will start at end for DePauw. Bill Thompson dming a pile-up Apparently Wagner has wrangled away in the single wing form and apparently finished Forbush has nagged by a small margin in the line and Carroll's great back always a threat, and if he had been able to get away just once, it might have been a different story. As it was, Lawrence can't be happy. The 1943-12 schedule at Waukesha is averaged.

With all the traditional rivalry that a clash between Lawrence and Carroll arouses, one would expect some pretty tough stuff on the field of battle, but the game was remarkable thin. Neither team was penalized at all, and the only display of bad sportsmanship occurred when John Wagner, Carroll end, seized an opportunity to knock Holke down. Wagner was wrangled away.

On the other hand, at Carroll, Lawrence glossed up and got a few yards here and there in a few short gains. The chief of these passes and averaged more than 10 yards a gain were made by the reserve strength that Carroll possessed.

Carroll entered up four first down, in the initial quarter but the only yardage gained was 25 yards on the far end of the field, and after the first Lawrence touch, Carroll had gained but 15 yards to that point.

Carroll called signals and kept Vike defense throttled any and all business, and after the first Lawrence touch, Carroll had gained but 15 yards to that point.

Carroll lined up two first downs, in the initial quarter but the only yardage gained was 25 yards on the far end of the field, and during practice sessions and through last season after a 13-12 set-tie through the big holes opened by the Ties last fall is mighty thin through the big holes opened by the

Lawrence lost on the 40 schedule to a 19-19 tie. This year the Timers staged a football game, 19-0, in the season's football tryout opener at Whiting Field Saturday. The victory was an especially sweet one for Coach Horstelt in the opening match with DePauw this week so many of the Vikes will start at end for DePauw. Bill Thompson dming a pile-up Apparently Wagner has wrangled away in the single wing form and apparently finished Forbush has nagged by a small margin in the line and Carroll's great back always a threat, and if he had been able to get away just once, it might have been a different story. As it was, Lawrence can't be happy. The 1943-12 schedule at Waukesha is averaged.

With all the traditional rivalry that a clash between Lawrence and Carroll arouses, one would expect some pretty tough stuff on the field of battle, but the game was remarkable thin. Neither team was penalized at all, and the only display of bad sportsmanship occurred when John Wagner, Carroll end, seized an opportunity to knock Holke down. Wagner was wrangled away.

On the other hand, at Carroll, Lawrence glossed up and got a few yards here and there in a few short gains. The chief of these passes and averaged more than 10 yards a gain were made by the reserve strength that Carroll possessed.

Carroll entered up four first down, in the initial quarter but the only yardage gained was 25 yards on the far end of the field, and after the first Lawrence touch, Carroll had gained but 15 yards to that point.

Carroll called signals and kept Vike defense throttled any and all business, and after the first Lawrence touch, Carroll had gained but 15 yards to that point.

Carroll lined up two first downs, in the initial quarter but the only yardage gained was 25 yards on the far end of the field, and during practice sessions and through last season after a 13-12 set-tie through the big holes opened by the Ties last fall is mighty thin through the big holes opened by the

Football Schedule

Game Date Opponent

Oct. 4 - Carroll (Home)
Oct. 11 - Carroll (Away)
Oct. 18 - Carroll (Home)

Vikings Blast Carroll, 19-0, in 1947 Opener

VIKES GET READY FOR DE PAUW - With a 19-0 victory over Carroll in the season's opener already on the record books, the Lawrence Vikings meet DePauw tomorrow at Whiting Field in the final pre-conference game. On the left above, coaches George Walter, Johnny Sines and Bernie Heselton take time off for a laugh and at the right, Don Baya, quarterback, goes into the air after a pass. Real Forbush is defending (Post-Crescent Photo)
Welcome to Lawrence!!!

MAKE OUR STORE - HEADQUARTERS FOR YOUR SCHOOL NEEDS

- PARKER
- BLOTTER PADS
- BULLETIN BOARDS
- EVERSCHARP
- PENNANTS
- LAUNDRY CASES
- COLLARS
- CARD AND FILLERS

LAWRENCE COLLEGE - FRATERNITY AND SORORITY STATIONERY

Just Off the Campus

Ed. W. Shannon
300 E. College Ave. Phone 86

- $8.95
- $15.95

Wing Tipped Brogues

Don’t believe those rumers ... you can still get those holy brogues. Their protective heavy-duty leather is just about the finest, being up to 20 years old. In there is added comfort in their new full-ramp pattern and more of course is asking for it.

Heckert's Shoe Company
112 E. College Ave.

New Coupon Books Will Be Issued

There will be a major spring promotion. Admission to all college events covered by the Student Union ticket. Jim Duk administrative vice-president, is planning the sale of students tickets to the students. Sale of tickets will begin on Monday, March. 3, and continue until April, 10.

The Lawrence Union will publish the names of the students on whose accounts advance may be made on this function.

The earliest possible date for an appointment.

Rehearsals of the concert band will be held twice weekly at 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. from February 1 to March 10. The band will be directed by Bill Conley, upperclassman.

Organization of the band got under way last evening in the auditorium. Any member of the concert band is invited to participate. The band will be organized by the upperclassman. Arrangements were made for regular activities under the leadership of, and chairperson, student director appointed by the upperclassman. The principal meeting should report to the band council and director.

By-Laws Are Revised Executive Committee

By-Fraud Examination on the Executive Committee

Two freshmen girls and two freshman boys in their first semester at Lawrence will be elected by the freshman class by popular vote as non-voting members of the Executive Committee. The committee will serve as an advisory capacity.

Structure of the Social Committee

The structure of the social committee shall be one social chairman for the head of four sub-committees. The sub-committees are those of organization, decorations, refreshment, publicity and chairperson. The sub-committees shall report to the chairman by the sub-committee chairman.

Membership of Committees

The Executive committee recommends that the students interested but not elected to various functions on committees be limited by the Executive committee.

Honorary Members

Members of the "E" club shall have complete charge of nominating and selecting a lawman.

-=list
- Membership

- Class of 1950

Welcome to the Students of Lawrence College

FINE DINNERS
AND LUNCHES

Complete Fountain Service
OPEN FRID. & SAT. NITES UNTIL 2:00 P. M.
Open Daily 7 A. M. - 3:30 P. M.
517 E. College Ave.

SNIDER'S
RESTAURANT

SERVING BREAKFAST at 8:15 A. M.
COSMETICS
PRESCRIPTIONS

VOIGT'S DRUG STORE
134 E. College Ave.

STUDENT'S...

LIGHT NOONDAY LUNCHES
SODAS • SUNDAES • SOFT DRINKS

Conference Lays Plans

Careers Council Engages Speakers

Spurred by summer plans, the Lawrence Student Council is formulating the second stage of preparations for the annual Career Conference, scheduled for October 31. Nancy Gray, of WTMJ in Milwaukee, and the National Association of Colleges and Employing Agencies have been engaged to participate.

Inspiration for the day came originally from the successful conference held on the University of Wisconsin campus. For three years Wisconsin has been associated with the national conference in Denver and the training necessary through this medium. Now Lawrence is following in the footsteps of the universities.

Once in planning came last spring with the setting up of committees in grade publicity, invitations, display, program and affairs. Later Kate Wallinger, Nancy Gray, Philip Lawrence, John Kuehn, and the Student Council in the afternoon. The conference is followed by a day on the Wisconsin campus conferencing with the conference group there.

This summer Miss Wallinger wrote to outstanding women whose work is connected with the major career interests of Lawrence women, or attended a survey taken last spring. The faculty, Wisconsin campus, and prominent careers conferences have been contacted as possible speakers. To date, most of the speakers have been selected.

Stage one will be the setting up of publicity displays on campus and in the Asphalt, education for conference attendance, the Lawren- tion, setting up the program, and obtaining a banquet and tea for the speakers.

Excerpts From Classes

It is expected that all women will be given an opportunity to attend the meeting of the First Methodist Church on the topic of "Careers," to be held on October 22. A good deal of the work is connected with the major career interests of Lawrence women, or attended a survey taken last spring. The faculty, Wisconsin campus, and prominent careers conferences have been contacted as possible speakers. To date, most of the speakers have been selected.
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It is expected that all women will be given an opportunity to attend the meeting of the First Methodist Church on the topic of "Careers," to be held on October 22. A good deal of the work is connected with the major career interests of Lawrence women, or attended a survey taken last spring. The faculty, Wisconsin campus, and prominent careers conferences have been contacted as possible speakers. To date, most of the speakers have been selected.
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It is expected that all women will be given an opportunity to attend the meeting of the First Methodist Church on the topic of "Careers," to be held on October 22. A good deal of the work is connected with the major career interests of Lawrence women, or attended a survey taken last spring. The faculty, Wisconsin campus, and prominent careers conferences have been contacted as possible speakers. To date, most of the speakers have been selected.
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It is expected that all women will be given an opportunity to attend the meeting of the First Methodist Church on the topic of "Careers," to be held on October 22. A good deal of the work is connected with the major career interests of Lawrence women, or attended a survey taken last spring. The faculty, Wisconsin campus, and prominent careers conferences have been contacted as possible speakers. To date, most of the speakers have been selected.
Girl Student Body Charter

Laworentian Publishes New Revised Rulings
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

Friday before the date set for the election. Platforms will be kept confidential until after the campaign speeches are made in connection.

II. CAMPAIGNING
A. All features concerned are entitled to equal rights regarding the printing of campaign material as in the Laworentian, provided that accepted journalistic practices are adhered to.

B. No campaign posters will be allowed in the basement of Main Hall, anywhere else (the location to be designated by the committee for the ensuing year).

C. No attempts will be made to purchase any votes in any manner, nor will any attempts to influence a student's vote, except in the customary manner, be prosecuted by the Board of Control as the committee may deem detrimental to the best interests of the student body. There will be no hazing.

III. VOTING
A. The polls will be open for a period of time designated by the Executive committee. There will be two separate polling boxes, unmarked alphabetically. The administration is to provide these two permanent polling boxes. Ballots will be counted immediately after the polls close in a neutral location and in the presence of a quorum of the Executive committee and at least one member of the administration. Each vote must be cast personally, and his vote his name shall be stricken from the list of enrollment. When a student has cast his vote his name shall be stricken. No voting by proxy or absentee voting is forbidden.

A WINNER!

Life O'Ease

SPORT COATS AND SLACKS

Choose from a variety of combinations the set in which you look your best.

SPORT COATS $25.00 SLACKS $13.95

THE IDEAL GIFT CLOTHES
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violation, one representative from the conservatory of music (selected by con students not members of social fraternity organizations), one representative from independent men, and one representative from independent women. In order to bring about a systematic administration of student affairs on this campus, to codify existing customs and traditions of Lawrence activities, and to provide for an organized student control of such activities, we, the students of Lawrence college, adopt this constitution.

To be continued

"Coming right at you... CHESTERFIELD the best cigarette you ever got your hands on."

CHESTERFIELD

ALWAYS MILD - BETTER TASTING COOLER SMOKING

The Son of Total Smoking Pleasure

Copyright 1947,渠道 & Sons, Cincinnati.
a note to the freshmen

Welcome to Lawrence!

For more than a week now you freshmen have been greeted with this welcome so often that it may sound trite by now. We hope it doesn't and the "Lawrentian" offers briefly and with a firm handshake for the students, faculty and alumni of Lawrence college.

You freshmen are an extraordinary class. You are intelligent, interesting and active and have fine school connections.

You have chosen your school well. We, who have known Lawrence for many years, are convinced that a Lawrence education is tops. If not, we hope you will find it so soon.

The "Lawrentian" is a student-managed and controlled publication with a good national rating. Our editorial policy is formulated by a board of eight campus leaders and in this way is more apt to be on the ball if one person were to set the policy. As student voters in a democratic school government you can voice your opinions along with appearance in the "In The Day" column.

Since Lawrence offers no journalism courses, the "Lawrentian" fills the need. As a freshman, you can try out for the paper by signing up at our first meeting on Wednesday night. Our news editors will give you trial assignments and will correct your written copy and return it to you. Then, in a few months, a permanent reporting staff will be formed.

If you are interested in journalism as a hobby or a career the "Lawrentian" will give you the training you want and will need, in administrative as well as in routine jobs.

Library Adds New Rentals To Collection

For your selection and relaxation from more stressful intellectual pursuits the library has added recently to its rental collection the following:

R. LAM B I L L - THE MONEYMAN...History designed with romance, fulfilled with salon, dancing and alive — says the Library. 19th century French court mystery and intrigue. Drama, source minor right romance — glamour. Sentimental, literary, romantic.

BROOKFIELD - THE BLOOD ROYAL. Red Ives may be aging but he hasn't lost his faculty for seeing and his powers of prediction (this time racial instauration with vitality, provocativeness and humanity, with humor and gravitas. The ten pullman says it is the best of the current season, and will do far more good.

R.resolver - THE PRINCIPLES OF FIXING. Chalk and - design novel per excellence — teaching and amusing open and counterpoint. The plot is that in so many words a leading New York newspaper editor, the government, and of course two very lovely ladies — all against a background of early 19th century Rols.


RON CHRONICLE. Quiet student opinions, philosophy, reading and thoughtful people.

Doyle's SILVER NET. A very fine young writer — in the center of the net of out of bed from sheets Karenski's most colored adventure drama, solution of all the mysteries.

Thomas W. Donner's THE GREAT is the story of August 8.

New Frosh Have Brains Plus: 18 Are Valedictorians

The freshmen who attended their first elocation yesterday probably any previous group at Lawrence. They have more brains per head than any previous group at Lawrence.

Eight of them took valedictorian honors in their high school graduating classes, and ten were scholarship holders. Seventeen are freshmen and ten are seniors.

All of these are upper classmen, and the Lawrence college representatives are all in the upper ten percent of their high school groups.

Valedictorians from Walworth county: Bobet, Green Point, Michigan; Tschida, St. Cloud; Bresnahan, Michigan; Conover; Appleton; Springfield; Hill; O'Connor; and Wimmer. The seniors are listed, as are the juniors, in the "Knot Hole," the September best of the year. All these and more are answered in "Through Knothole," the September best year. All these and more are answered in "Through Knothole," the September best year.

Quotable Quotes

"The foundation of democracy is faith in the expansion of human nature; faith in human improvement and in the progressive influence of education."

— John Dewey in "Democratic and Educational Administration".

"The problem of securing to the federal arts coalition the same function in democratic society that is that of securing to the federal education."

— John Dewey in "The Problem of the Liberal Arts College."